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Abstract

The optical scheme and functioning of a static Fourier-transform (FT) spectrometer employing surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) is

discussed. SEW are excited by the probing radiation on the sample placed in one shoulder of the asymmetric interferometer. Interference pattern

(interferogram) carrying information about the surface is registered by the detector array, disposed on the ellipse surface. This way of detectors

positioning leads to linearization of the phase shift function on the pixels coordinates projection on the ellipse large axis. There are no moving parts

in the instrument. That is why it can work as ‘‘one pulse spectrometer’’. The length of SEW path determines the limiting spectral resolution, while

time resolution depends on detector characteristics. The spectrometer provides the possibility of obtaining not only absorption (emission) spectra,

but the spectra of complex refraction index as well.
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Processes with duration of parts of a second can now be

easily studied using ‘‘step-scanning’’ FT-spectrometers. The

creation of lasers generating ultra short pulses challenged the

‘‘pump-probe’’ surface experiments with surface chemical

reactions, for example, the pump with ps-pulse and the probe of

1 fs. It is clear that probing interferometer should be of ‘‘static’’

type able to make measurements in extra short time interval

with on line data saving.

Three important peculiarities are put into the foundation of

the discussed Fourier-spectrometer optical scheme which

enables one to obtain optical constants spectra of smooth

metal surfaces as well as those of super thin (up to nm thick)

metal films on metal, semiconductor or dielectric substrates.

These words pertain equally to dielectric nm-films formed on

metal substrates due to chemical reactions or by the well-known

techniques for creating thin-film coverage as Langmuir–

Blodgett method, vacuum evaporation and the like.

The first peculiarity is the asymmetry of the interferometer,

which implies the sample’s accommodation in one of its

shoulders. This way of measurements performance makes

possible to determine the refractive index n(n) and the

absorption index k(n) spectra independently in a wide

frequency spectral range by using sine and cosine Fourier

transformations as soon as the interferogram is registered [1].

The second peculiarity lies in the fact that along with bulk

electromagnetic waves surface electromagnetic waves (SEW)

from the visible up to the millimeter ranges are used in the

interferometer.

The third peculiarity is that the interferometer can be

classified as a static one [2,3] as it has no moving parts; there is

no need to scan the optical path difference because the

interferogram is localized in space.

The interferogram is registered and discretizied by a

photodetector array positioned on the elliptic cylinder surface

or, more precisely, on the line of intersection of the cylinder

with the plane of light incidence (Fig. 1). In case the

interferometer is assembled along with the suggested scheme

its action-time is determined by the radiation detectors
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characteristics exclusively; in particular it may be used as ‘‘a

single-pulse spectrometer’’ to analyze spectrum of synchrotron

radiation or that of electron bunch in free-electron lasers (FEL).

The idea to develop an asymmetric static Fourier-spectro-

meter (ASFS) was created by our team as a result of long-

standing experiments with such modifications of SEW as

surface plasmon-polaritons [4–7] and phonon-polaritons [8,9]

as well as in process of performing investigations on surface

properties of metals, dielectrics and their transition layers. As

elementary excitations of these solids fall in different spectral

ranges we had to use lasers generating from the visible to

submillimeter bands (visible and near infrared (IR) ranges [10],

middle IR [11–13], submillimeter range [14,15]).

Up to the present we used the monochromatic regime to

determine sample’s values of n and k by the method of FEL

SEW-spectroscopy which implies interferometric measure-

ments at not less than two different distances covered by SEW.

In this case interferogram has much in common with the sine

curve and its execution is rather simple [14,15].

Frequency change in this regime is reminiscent of the classic

scanning monochromator operation related with all its draw-

backs, specifically Fellgett gain loss [16,17]. But if the radiation

source has a broad spectrum, like a synchrotron or FEL with

pulse duration of about 1 fs, one has to use ASFS to find out the

spectrum. For instance for FEL pulses with duration of 1 fs their

Fourier spectrum has width of about 3000 cm�1 and the pulses,

‘‘colored’’ in frequency of 1500 cm�1 (wavelength 6 mm) the

spectrum spreads from 1 to 3000 cm�1, that is it will cover

whole IR and terahertz bands with wavelength larger than

3 mm.

In all our experiments with monochromatic radiation sample

was incorporated in one of the interferometer shoulders and the

sample was probed by the radiation existing in the form of SEW

excited by the aperture method using an ordinary razor blade A

(see Fig. 1) [18]. On arriving to the sample’s edge K SEW is

converted in a bulk wave due to diffraction on the edge. The

points A and K, spaced from the point of observation P by

distances r1 and r2, represent themselves poles of the ellipse

satisfying the equation r1 + r2 = 2a (here 2a is the ellipse main

axis length). Photodetector positioning on the elliptic curve

simplifies the description of phase relations between the

interfering light beams.

Optical scheme of the static Fourier-spectrometer [2–7],

implementing the asymmetric version of Fourier-spectroscopy

[1], is presented in Fig. 1. The radiation under study is focused

by the objective lens L on the input aperture A, representing

itself a slit formed by the razor blade B and the sample surface

S. Afterwards it diffracts on the slit and is partially radiated in

the form of a bulk electromagnetic wave (BEW) propagating

forward in the direction of the point P in the limits of radiation

diagram and the rest of incident radiation is coupled into SEW,

running along the sample surface S in x-direction up to its edge

K. Here, due to diffraction on the edge K, SEW is converted in

BEW propagating ahead to the point P as well in the limits of its

own radiation diagram. Both coherent BEW, emitted from

points A and K, interfere at the point P, located on the ellipse

surface (ES), and form in this way an interference pattern

(interferogram) spreading over the whole ES above the sample.

The interferogram is registered by the photodetector array PD,

residing on ES in the plane of incidence.

The interference signal Ip(n) measured by the detector with

coordinate x is described by the following relation [19,20]:

IpðnÞ ¼ I01ðnÞ
�

1þ ½gðnÞ�2 exp

�
�8pkðnÞcv

v

�

þ 2gðnÞ exp

�
�8pkðnÞcn

v

�
coscðnÞ

�
;

here

cðnÞ ¼
�

2pcn

av

�
xþ

�
2pnðnÞcn

v

�
þ ’ðnÞ12; (1)

I01(n) is the intensity of the radiation produced by the source at

point A, gðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I02ðnÞ=I01ðnÞ

p
the intensities relation of

BEW, radiated from points A and K, v speed of electromagnetic

waves in vacuum; c the half of the distance between the ellipse

focuses, w(n)12 is the phase additive, regarding the phase

difference of the two BEW due to phase shifts caused by the

input aperture A and the sample edge K.

Signal Ip registered by the detector placed at an arbitrary

point P represents itself the sum of contributions Ip(n) of all

components of radiation with frequency n:

Ip ¼
Z

IpðnÞ
dn

Dn
;

where Dn is the radiation spectral range.

On the other hand signal Ip consists of the interference signal

Ipint and the background signal Ip1:

Ip ¼ Ipint þ Ip1;

here the additive Ip1 = RI01(n){1 + [g(n)]2exp[�8pk(n)cn/

v]}dn/Dn, represents itself the signal got at very large phase

shifts (c!1), when visibility of the interference pattern

practically vanishes;

Ipint ¼
R

RðnÞ cos c dn

Dn
; (2)

here R(n) = 2I01(n)a(n) exp{�8pk(n)cn/v}.
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Fig. 1. Optical scheme of the proposed asymmetric static Fourier-spectrometer.
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Making use of trigonometric relations and formula (1) one

can present the integral expression (2) like this:

Ipint ¼
Z �

CðnÞ cos

�
2pcnx

av

�
þ SðnÞ sin

�
2pcnx

av

��
dn

Dn
;

(3)

here

CðnÞ ¼ RðnÞ cos

��
2pnðnÞcn

n

�
þ ’ðnÞ12

�
;

SðnÞ ¼ RðnÞ sin

��
2pnðnÞcn

n

�
þ ’ðnÞ12

�
:

It is worth noting that owing to placing the photodetector

line on the ellipse curve the phase argument ’ðxÞ ¼
ð2pcn=AvÞx of relation (3) is proportional to coordinate x,

fitting the photodetector location projection on the axis x. As a

result of this fact one can make integral sine and cosine Fourier

transformations of the interferogram Ipint(x) registered by all

photodetectors, in accordance with relation (3) and get sine and

cosine spectral Fourier-images of the interferogram:

CðnÞ ¼
Z

IpintðxÞ cos

�
2pcnx

an

�
dx; (4)

SðnÞ ¼
Z

IpintðxÞ sin

�
2pcnx

an

�
dx: (5)

On doing this one can write the expression for the intensity

spectrum:

IðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðnÞ2 þ SðnÞ2

q

¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I01ðnÞ � I02ðnÞ

p
exp

�
�4pkðnÞcn

v

�

as well as the relation for sine and cosine spectral Fourier-

images:

SðnÞ
CðnÞ ¼ tg

��
2pnðnÞcn

n

�
þ ’ðnÞ12

�
;

which make it possible to determine the dependence n(n).

Apparatus characteristics: gðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I02ðnÞ=I01ðnÞ

p
and

w(n)12 can be determined by preliminary measurements using

the geometry of the static asymmetric Fourier-spectrometer and

monochromatic radiation.

Spectrum of the registered signal S(n) and C(n), like any

other real spectrum, is limited by frequency n and satisfies the

sampling theorem conditions [21]. According to this theorem

the integrals in formulae (4) and (5) could be replaced by

discrete sums under the condition that if we take values of the

interferogram Ii in discrete points of readings xi = iD spaced

from one another by distance D, which is determined by the

spectral interval Dn:

D ¼ v

4pDn
;

with the number of points N in the discrete spectrum nj is equal

to the number of registered points xi in the interferogram Ii(xi),

that is to the number of photodetectors in the array.

Finally one can get the following expressions:

Cðn jÞ ¼
X

IiðxiÞ cos

�
2pcn j � i� D

an

�
;

Sðn jÞ ¼
X

IiðxiÞ sin

�
2pcn j � i� D

an

�
;

Iðn jÞ ¼ f½Cðn jÞ�2 þ ½Sðn jÞ�2g
1=2
;

Sðn jÞ
Cðn jÞ

¼ tg

��
2pnðn jÞcn j

n

�
þ ’ðn jÞ12

�
:

To the best of our knowledge the asymmetric static interfe-

rometer of Fourier-spectrometer employing surface electro-

magnetic waves along with bulk ones has been disscussed

here for the first time.
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